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The first attempt by the Imperial Defense Forces to build a starship larger than their famed 
battlecruisers, the B-1/Jul’Kar class was more symbolic than significant, signaling the 
direction they would pursue with their naval assets—progressively bigger ships with heavier 
armament. 
 
At the dawn of the 23rd Century, the Empire was in the midst of a marked modernization of 
its forces.  Aside from their D-3 class Light Cruiser (that featured a novel mix of turret-
mounted disruptors), none of their other starships were considered credible combatants.  Its 
successor, the D-4/D’ama class, took capital ship design in a new direction.  Slightly larger, it 
dispersed with turret mounts in favor of standardized hardpoints for its disruptors and also 
was the first class to introduce drone missiles in a tactical context. 
 
By 2233, modernization work had proliferated at the bottom of the size scale, producing the 
F-5/Kuve class Frigate and G-1/Sentinel class Gunboat.  The introduction of the next D-series 
cruiser, D-5/Dupat late in the year, showcased the continuing maturation of the Empire’s 
design and engineering prowess.  Dupat would form the basis for Klingon cruiser design 
through the end of the century and it was from this that Jul’Kar would be developed. 
 
Outwardly, when compared to Dupat, the most notable change lay forward, with a 
reinforced boom and a significantly altered command pod.  Instead of a smooth, spherical 
appearance, the command pod featured a deep concave that exposed a portion of the 
torpedo launcher above which the pod extended sharply forward.  Defense analysts were 
initially split on the functional purpose of this ‘overbite’, but soon intelligence revealed it as 
the location of highly sophisticated sensor equipment an order of magnitude ahead of 
Starfleet’s Constitution class. 
 
The other notable change was the addition of a third S-Graph series warp engine ventrally, 
along the ship’s centerline.  Little is known about Klingon propulsion technology, even now, 
but the addition of a third engine gave Jul’Kar outstanding acceleration and speed figures,  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
rated for a nominal cruising speed of Warp 7, a maximum speed of Warp 12 and an 
incredible burst speed of Warp 13 (for up to 6 hrs).  These figures, plus the ability to keep its 
tactical systems fully powered while at warp, far eclipsed the best of what Starfleet had to 
offer. 
 
Speaking of tactical systems, Jul’Kar’s were similarly impressive, comprising 9 Mark VI 
Disruptors and 3 Mark VII ‘Heavy’ Disruptors—the first starship to receive such weapons.  
Heavy fire support was provided by 2 torpedo and 4 drone missile launchers, the latter 
being integral to point defense. 
 
Far outgunning D-5/Dupat, Jul’Kar was utilized heavily against the Kinshaya during the 
‘Demon War’ (2233-39) whose technological edge and single-minded tactics (fighting until 
their opponents either fled, were vanquished or they themselves were defeated) caused 
severe problems for Imperial forces. 
 
It also featured prominently in the Four Years War against the Federation, though here it 
would be the IDF who held the upper hand.  Their chief strategy during the conflict was to 
press home their advantage of numerical superiority at every opportunity.  Jul’Kar, with a 
truncated production run, supported the strategy by using its firepower to overwhelm and 
crush Starfleet defenses.  A prime example of this in action was the Battle of Andromeda in 
2246.   
 
With the Surya and Coventry Frigate classes having recently (in 2244) entered servicem 
together with the specialized capabilities provided by the Marklin (heavy forward 
firepower) and Independence (small craft operations) classes, among others, Starfleet felt 
no need to place their valued Constitution class ships in harm’s way and thus, fielded no 
major capital ships for the majority of the war.  A tactical error in nearly every sense, this 
allowed the IDF to mount and sustain a broad offensive aimed at gaining and holding 



territory.  The first salvo in the offensive took place in the Andromeda system, on the far side 
of the Andromeda constellation that was visible from Earth. 
 
Due to its proximity to the Federation core, a Starfleet Battle Group was stationed here.  
Comprising a squadron each of Surya (FF), Marklin (DH) and Larson (DD) class starships 
augmented by an Anton (CA) class reserve squadron, they were tasked with securing the 
core systems against any incursions.  Conversely, Imperial forces were comprised of 7 
squadrons (2 F-5, 2 F-6B, 1 D-4, 1 D-5, 1 D-6) led by a quartet of Jul’Kars.  The ensuing battle 
was predictably one sided, with the battleships staying out of the fray until the Starfleet 
forces were almost overwhelmed.  At that point, with their entry, not even Marklin with its 8 
torpedo launchers could win the day.  This pattern was repeated in subsequent battles (at 
Genmarx, Lea, Lyclydun, Jenni and Nozseca) well into 2247. 
 
Late in that year however, the IDF suffered a setback in the Nostveg Engagement.  This 
would be tempered by the marginal victory in the Ambush of Convoy L-412 (April 2248), but 
by then, the tides of war had shifted solidly in the Federation’s favor and moved even 
moreso with their transition from phase cannons to phasers. 
 
Compounding this were the actions of Kamato, an influential and ambitious Admiral in the 
Imperial fleet.  Seizing command of the Jul’Kar, his failed coup attempt sparked a vicious 
insurrection that hastened the Empire’s eventual defeat in 2250.  Its defeat would go on to 
portend a similar fate for the class itself.  The D-7/Klolode class Battlecruiser introduced in 
2253, featured combat and speed capabilities that were some 90% and resource 
requirements that were 35% of Jul’Kar.  Production was therefore terminated in 2260 to 
minimize future resource/material expenditures.  All 7 surviving ships were reclassified as 
Dreadnoughts as well, in order to more accurately reflect their capabilities in the current 
force structure. 
 
Despite being the only ‘heavy’ starship of its generation, Jul’Kar had an undeniable astro-
political effect, directly influencing Starfleet’s decision to construct and field the Federation 
class Dreadnought in 2255 (which itself was similarly well armed and would also be used in 
an internal coup attempt in 2270).   
 
The infamous ‘Clash of the Dreadnoughts’ was the last major action attributed to the Jul’Kar 
class, taking place during the Four Days War in 2267.  Pronounced disorganization and lack 
of intelligence characterized the actions of both Starfleet and the IDF.  Having already sent 
a squadron under the command of Kor to secure the planet Organia, the High Command 
dispatched the TuQ Kurit and Nin’ToQ to reinforce them, unaware that Starfleet had 
dispatched the Federation and Alliance to support the 10th Squadron (which was 
augmented by a number of other ships itself, including the Star Union). 
 
Squaring off outside the Organian system, both pairs of dreadnoughts maneuvered deftly, 
targeting their weapons carefully and deliberately.  For the Imperial combatants, this was 
quite out of character, the commanders acting as if they were engaged in a game of klin 
zha rather than a bitter space battle.  Initially, the Nin’ToQ engaged the Alliance, 
attempting to disable her propulsion systems with drone missiles and photon torpedoes.  The 
heavy weapon strikes were followed up with three salvos from her Mark VII disruptors in 
quick succession that temporarily knocked out Alliance’s primary sensor array. 
 

Turning their attention to the Federation, both Nin’ToQ and TuQ Kurit maneuvered together, 
attempting to catch the Starfleet dreadnought in a crossfire.  Repeated torpedo salvos 
from both breached Federation’s shields, destroyed her starboard nacelle and disabled her 
starboard phaser batteries.  Alliance, having been left virtually alone, responded with 
surgical phaser strikes.  Linking together her forward batteries, she concentrated her fire at 
Nin’ToQ’s aft, targeting her central nacelle.  With their aft shields soon reduced to little more 
than tissue paper, photon torpedo salvos obliterated the nacelle and punched a massive 
hole in Nin’ToQ’s secondary hull, just aft of main engineering.  Though Nin’ToQ was largely 
disabled and began to drift, TuQ Kurit continued to fight, even more viciously now.  Alliance 
and Federation turned the tables though and caught her in a crossfire.  Using surgical 
phaser strikes, they quickly disabled TuQ Kurit’s sensors and propulsion systems.  Blind and 
unable to maneuver, she was destroyed in short order before the Starfleet ships turned back 
to the Nin’ToQ and finished her off. 
 
By 2270, these once mighty ships were on the verge of being withdrawn from service.  The 
Hegh Illingwl was converted to an engineering testbed and was the platform used to test 
two highly experimental heavy disruptors.  She was lost though in 2272, near the Federation 
border.  Initially, it was believed that she fell victim to the machine-entity known as V’Ger, 
but subsequent examination and analysis of the wreckage pointed to a malfunction in the 
disruptors’ primary capacitor units as the likely cause. 
 
All surviving ships of the class were withdrawn from service by 2273.  However, the spirit of 
Jul’Kar would live on.  The Kuyper class was a heavily upgraded version of the basic Jul’Kar 
design, with systems and components sourced from the D-8/K’Tinga class.  Kuyper was 
intended to be a simple stop-gap measure however, addressing capability issues brought 
about by continuing delays in the IDF’s infamous battleship development program.  A more 
definitive replacement, K’herr, would be developed based heavily on Kuyper before itself 
being supersed by the voDIeH/’Emperor’ class—the IDF’s last Dreadnought.



Class 
Classification 
 
Service 
Number Active 
 
Length 
Beam 
Height 
Decks 
 

B-1/Jul’Kar 
Battleship (2233-60); Dreadnought (2260-73) 
 
2233-73 
0 
 
242m 
152m 
68m 
16 
 

Mass 
 
Compliment 

774,250 metric tons 
 
398 

Armament 
 
 
 
 
Defense Systems 

9 Mark VI Disruptor Cannons 
3 Mark VII Disruptor Cannons 
2 Torpedo Launchers 
4 Drone Missile Launchers 
 
Standard Deflector Shield System 
        total capacity 83,063 terajoules 
 
Standard Monotanium Double Hull 



Editor’s Annotations 
 
 
After ‘filling in the blanks’ so to speak with older Federation designs, I decided to mix it up a bit and turn my attention to the Klingons.  With their designs, especially during the TOS and TMP 
eras, guided by a ‘bigger is better’ philosophy, B-1 was a natural choice.  I’ve known I wanted to do it for a while, but early on, was left hanging where the historical part of the 
background was concerned.  Luckily for me, Richard Mandel’s Guide to the Klingon Fleet saved the day, the latter parts of the description borrowing from events originally featured there.
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